Afoma Okoye, Kaplan Student Brand Ambassador and Officer Orientation  
**Sept 6th**
Join us as we kick off Fall semester! Meet the new chapter officers and learn about Kaplan discounts on MCAT study courses and more!

Fatima Stallworth, Admissions Coordinator for PCOM  
**Sept 20th**
Curious about the difference between M.D. and D.O? Fatima explains the difference and what the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine offers.

Steven Kane, M.D., Program Director of Orthopedic Resident Program at Atlanta Medical Center  
**Oct 4th**
One of Georgia State’s favorite doctors returns to let you know what doctors are really looking for in medical school and the medical field!

Carmen D. Eilertson, PhD., Principal Senior Lecturer and Biology Premed advisor, GSU  
**Oct 18th**
Gap Year? Consider the Master’s in Biology Medical Science Program. Dr. E discusses requirements, advantages, teaching and clinical opportunities offered to Master’s students in preparing for medical school.

Ron Gilbert, MS, RT(R) CIIP, PACS Administrator for WellStar  
**Nov 1st**
Learn about a possible career in radiology and information system analyst in the hospital setting.

Patrick Tyrance, M.D., Harvard Alumni, Orthopedic Surgeon  
**Nov 15th**
Harvard alumni and former Rams linebacker describes his decorated career path and how you can start yours!

Gmail: amsa.gsu@gmail.com  
Facebook: AMSAatGSU  
Orgsync: AMSA  
Twitter: AMSAatGSU

**AMSA Office**
Kell 514A

*All GSU students are welcome to meetings, and Lunch is served*